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Abstract 

This paper presents a signcryption scheme in view of Elgamal cryptography and discrete logarithms accordingly giving the message 

confidentiality, integrity and authentication. Signcryption with private key undeniable nature that is being talked about in the up 

and coming parts has been proposed in the paper. The proposed scheme could be used to elevate the liberation of usage of 

computationally force gadgets like cell telephones and some more.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the prior days cryptography was just engaged with the secrecy of message i.e. the methodology for secure transmission was just 

thought with the transformation of intelligible information unit into unfathomable information frame and back again to unique 

structure on the beneficiary side with help of shared secret key. That implies without the learning of shared secret key it is just 

useless piece of information bits for spies or interceptors. The field of encryption/decryption has been stretched out from customary 

classification to confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation and in addition availability. 

In the Computing world information (processed data) is the most significant resource we can have, so safeguarding its security 

is the matter of concern for us, yet how to perform this undertaking is a billion dollar question. Some researchers are in progress 

in this course but as we know everything has its own limitations. All the outlined security ideal models are limited with some 

constraints. So during the transmission of information over open or shaky channel we should guarantee the confidentiality, 

integrity, authentication and non-repudiation of transmitting information on the grounds that these are the four most vital parts of 

security. Our security standards ought to have the capacity to safeguard against versatile assailant as well.  

II. RESEARCH GAP 

As plenty of researches have already been done in this field, it is impossible to cover the entire prospect here. The signcryption 

schemes which are presented here certainly do not constitute an exhaustive list, but instead are intended to give an overview of the 

various research directions which have been explored so far the material presented here is, for the most part, a unified presentation 

of existing work. However, some new material is presented, mainly in the form of proofs which were omitted from the original 

research papers. These proofs are indicated as such where they appear. A few veins of research are explicitly not considered here. 

The most notable is identity-based signcryption, which is an adaptation of identity based encryption to the case of signcryption. 

III. OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this research is to speeding the encryption/decryption process, and is used for increasing the level of security of the 

internet end-user. And it could be done by providing strong signcryption algorithm(s) which are used nowadays for various security 

purpose. 

 Increase the security level provided by the strong signcryption algorithm(s). 

 Figure out the best tuned and strongest signcryption algorithm(s). 

 Implement some efficient sequential cryptographic algorithms various versions from recent papers. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

In this postulation we have proposed two signcryption calculations which fulfill all the security functionalities, for example 

message confidentiality, sender's genuineness, message trustworthiness, non-repudiation, and private verifiability, with a cost not 

exactly or practically identical with the current plans. The two depend on Discrete logarithm and Elgamal Cryptography. The 

proposed plans invest lower energy in calculation, particularly for sender. It contains four stages: key generation, signcryption 

stage, unsigncryption stage and confirmation stage. In the key generation stage, client (sender/recipient) creates and distributes 

their open keys, and kept with themselves their corresponding private keys. 
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V. PROPOSED SCHEME I 

 For Signcryption 

m = message(plaintext) 

H(m) = Hash of message “m”. 

(Here we are using SHA-1 as one-way hash function) Alice randomly chosen x ɛ Zq 

We have 

r ≡ gx mod p 

v ≡{(x * m)/(xa+r)} 

s ≡ v mod p 

talice ≡ gxm 

mod p 

TALICE= 

Hash(talice) 

Sender will sent (H(m),r,s,TALICE) to receiver. 

 For Unsigncryption 

Bob computes 

t1 ≡ yb 

(1/ xb) mod p 

≡ (gxb) (1/ xb) 

mod p 

≡ g mod p 

It implies that only expected beneficiary can decode the real value of t1 in light of the fact that with the assistance of intent 

recipient private key (xb). On the channel the public key of collector (receiver) yb is accessible however because of inaccessibility 

of xb it is not practical for unapproved client to figure out the genuine value of t1. 

 
Fig. 1: Sender Computation 

 
Fig. 2: Generation of Hash by Sender 

 
Fig. 3: Receiver Computation 
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Fig. 4: Verification by Receiver 

 Message Decryption after Signature Verification 

From our work for message decryption (or message retrieval) receiver will compute following: 

As receiver have tbob ≡ gxm mod p 

Take log both the sides with base g, generator of gp| 

logg tbob ≡ xm mod p 

W ≡ xm mod p (we can say logg tbob =W) 

So, there an integer z such that (W – xm) that will be divisible by p. 

It means p|(W – xm), 

TBOB = 

Hash(tbob) 

{Where z is any integer}. 

(W – xm) = zp {By using law of divisibility} 

W – zp = xm 

m = (W – zp) / x 

Hence, the message “m” is obtained on the receiver side. 

VI. PROPOSED SCHEME II 

Proposed scheme II is proxy signcryption. Proxy Signcryption is the mix of proxy signature and encryption. Here proxy (agent) 

perform the work(computationally costly) required by the first sender having low computational force, i.e. the signcryption done 

by the proxy server for the benefit of client. This work depicts how computationally feeble client can enjoy the same state of 

security with the assistance of computationally solid and trusted third party (proxy). Here, we show private key evident proxy 

signcryption calculation for accomplishing validation, secrecy and honesty of the message through an unsecured channel, for 

example, open PC system or open network (internet). The proposed plan depends on obstinacy of discrete logarithm and 

factorization calculation (which is NP-Hard). In the proposed plan the association between unique sender and proxy might be 

unsecured channel. The new calculation is stronger, vigorous and can give complete security to unique sender against the versatile 

assailant. Confirmation is required if there exist a dispute or an occurrence of question or keeping up Non-Repudiation. 

 
Fig. 5: Proxy signcryption with verifier 

VII. RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the security highlights upheld by existing signcryption plans alongside the proposed plans. The evidence depends 

on the way that without solving DLP it is not possible to understand the Elgamal cryptosystem. We ought to pick the parameters 

in a manner that it will get to be infeasible for a attacker to illuminate DLP. 
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Table - 1 

Comparison based on security properties 

 
Table - 2 

Execution Time Analysis in ms 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents two DLP based signcryption plans for secure and confirmed message conveyance, which satisfies all the 

elements of advanced signature and encryption with a cost not as much as that required by the present standard signature then-

encryption strategy. The constraints of the present plan are that even private key verifiability is very expensive. So, expense of our 

proposed plans is relatively lower than current plans as far as computational and correspondence overhead are considered. DLP 

has been utilized for the execution of our calculation in light of its one of a kind unmanageable property which is altogether more 

troublesome. Proposed plans spare more computational expense for the sender to suit the use of confined computational gadgets 

like smart card based applications, cell phones, and so forth. 

IX. FUTURE WORK 

We have proposed provably secure signcryption plan in view of Elgamal and discrete logarithmic functions. This plan is 

exceptionally alluring in that it delivers extremely minimal signcryption with minimal additional computational expense. 

A second positive trait of our plan is that it doesn't utilize any symmetric key encryption. This implies our security investigation 

is under the exclusively suspicions of public key foundation. Likewise, our plan offers non-denial in an exceptionally basic way. 

Later on it is intriguing to adjust these thoughts to deliver a plan that is probably secure under the more grounded meanings of 

security proposed for signcryption. 
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